FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BRAIN-SOUL LEAP BOOTCAMP : MARCH 10-12, 2017 - Albuquerque, NM
Does the idea of leaping forward in your life and career sound appealing? Would you agree if I asked you, “Do you want to unlock
the 5 secrets to fast, fearless success, and achieve the ultimate level in anything you are pursuing and passionate about?” I
know you do and so do those around you! That’s why for the first time ever Dr. Louise Swartswalter, naturopathic doctor,
neuro-biofeedback practitioner and brain balancing coach, is bringing an introduction to her Signature B.R.A.I.N. System to the
public March 10-12, 2017, during her Brain-Soul Leap Bootcamp in Albuquerque, NM. This event is for anyone looking for tools
they can begin using immediately to elevate the success of themselves or their clients, FAST.

BODY

BODY DETOX & BRAIN-BALANCING FREQUENCIES
TO REWIRE YOUR SUCCESS MECHANISM.

RELEASING
ALIGNING

RELEASE MENTAL CHATTER & EMOTIONAL
BAGGAGE.

ALIGN SPIRITUALLY, RAISE YOUR FREQUENCY TO ATTRACT SUCCESS & PROSPERITY.

INTEGRATING

INTEGRATE YOUR NEW BRAIN
FREQUENCIES TO MATCH YOUR GOALS

NEW PROGRAM

A “SOFTWARE” UPGRADE TO YOUR
BRAIN TO MAKE THE CHANGES LAST.

“I developed B.R.A.I.N. to help my clients reach their
goals and achieve ultimate success fast! So they
wouldn’t have to experience the long journey that I had
to.” - Dr. Swartswalter

The B.R.A.I.N. System Promise

Dr. Swartswalter has helped hundreds of clients over the
last 20 years reach success in their lives. Clients have
told her that one session feels like 16 years of therapy,
and that she saved their life.

Leave the Room Transformed:

I work with people who are looking for a proven professional who can:

• Make huge leaps faster in your life and career.

• Release their pain, stress, or self-blocks to goals when nothing else

• Get quick results that you can feel after just one demonstration.

has worked

• Learn the 5 components of B.R.A.I.N. and how they can work for you.

• Help them reach their goals fast when they feel like the harder they
“Louise Swartswalter did an incredible healing clearing on me. I was

try the harder it gets.
• Show them take-home tools to use on themselves or with others to
continue clearing the roadblock in their path and reach the next level

feeling stuck, deeply sad with some sort of old grief in me, heavy-like. My
ﬁrst thought was to call Louise. I was guided to her. She did her
wonderful, special "Louise magic,” and I must tell you I feel lighter, better,

in their career and life.

happier, and me-er! Thank you, Louise, you are greatly gifted.”
– Sheryl, CA

505-797-0540

info@louiseswartswalter.com

www.louiseswartswalter.com

UNLOCK THE 5 SECRETS TO FAST, FEARLESS SUCCESS
With Beautiful, Balanced Brain Expert Dr. Louise Swartswalter
Does the idea of leaping forward in your life and career sound appealing? Would you agree if you were asked, “Do you want to
unlock the 5 secrets to fast, fearless success, and achieve the ultimate level of success in anything you are pursing and
passionate about?” If you thought to yourself, “yes,” then Beautiful, Balanced Brain Expert Dr. Louise Swartswalter is someone
that needs to be on your radar. The best kept secret in the self-improvement world, Dr. Swartswalter is a naturopathic doctor,
neuro-biofeedback practitioner and brain balancing coach committed to helping people achieve a healthy, satisfying, and
prosperous life.
After experiencing her own health crisis that took her from near-death to full health, and the owner of the prosperous
Albuquerque Natural Health Center, Dr. Swartswalter resolved to create a system that would achieve results quickly in her
clients so that they wouldn’t have to experience what she calls a “seemingly endless journey to wellness.” Thus, her signature
B.R.A.I.N. System was born. This powerful system combines the elements of body detox and wellness, releasing old emotional
baggage and patterns, aligning with spirit or a higher power, integrating your goals using “brain codes”, and finally installing a
new program in your “bio-computer.”
While Dr. Swartswalter is best known for her healing work, she says that the B.R.A.I.N. System is just as affective in elevating all
areas of life, including businesses and careers. She says that once a person’s brain is balanced and the roadblocks are cleared
from their path – whether physically, energetically, or emotionally – then they are free to achieve that next level in their career
success, or in any area they are looking to improve.

TESTIMONIALS

"Who knew I had emotional
traumas blocking my
success? Louise did! Her
B.R.A.I.N. Program catapulted me into a success I never
knew was possible. Thank
you Louise for opening up
a whole new world of
apossibility and abundant
prosperity!"

"After a traumatic brain
injury, Louise was able to
help nurture my brain back
to health. In addition to my
physical wellness, she was
able to help realign my
emotions and unblock the
stresses that stood in the
way of my physical
healing."

-- Stacey Canfield, San Diego, CA
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-- Joseph Ranseth, Canada

www.louiseswartswalter.com

